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‘SISTER WIVES’ RETURNS FOR ITS MOST POWERFUL SEASON TO DATE ON
SEPTEMBER 11 AT 10 ET/PT

Watch Supertease HERE
Download Photos HERE

 
(Los Angeles, Calif.) — Fresh off the heels of a head turning season, SISTER WIVES picks up
right where the season left off when the series returns on Sunday, September 11 at 10PM
ET/PT. For twelve years, dedicated fans have followed the highs and lows between Kody
Brown and his four wives —Meri, Janelle, Christine and Robyn—as they’ve expanded their
family and celebrated life's big moments from birthdays to weddings and babies. This season,
Sister Wives takes a dramatic and emotional turn, as Christine leaves Kody and changes the
dynamic of this polygamist family forever.

“When TLC first introduced Sister Wives, the country was fascinated by a family with a very
different lifestyle than most. The Browns challenged the notion of a traditional family mold and
over a decade later, their family dynamics are still resonating with viewers because of their
honesty, vulnerability and now, their relatability,” said Howard Lee, President of TLC Streaming
and Network Originals.

Last year, Christine kicked Kody out of her home, which was one of the hardest things she has
ever done. But now, formally putting an end to their marriage turns out to be even harder. And
when she has to tell her sister wives and her children, nobody takes it well. She is determined to
move to Utah to be with her older children but when Kody tries to stop her, Christine calls him
out for favoring one wife and her children, over all the others. The stresses multiply as people
begin to take sides.

And on top of it all, COVID is still a major issue for the Brown family, as first, Janelle and her
children test positive and later, Kody, Robyn and their kids face their own struggles during the
pandemic. When Christine’s daughter Mykelti gives birth, she invites some of the sister wives to
be part of it, but not others and her choices are surprising. Then, without talking to Kody, Janelle
buys a giant RV and moves onto their undeveloped Coyote Pass property as she is desperate
to get construction started on their homes. This season will see the family divided like never
before, leaving one thing for certain: the Browns will never be the same.

https://youtu.be/AmztNQNTmWY
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12Pyk-D-zHjE9FtBLAA5oCQY5lV24emXd?usp=sharing


Earlier this year, Sister Wives averaged a 2.07 W25-54 rating and 2.5M P2+ viewers and it is
cable's #1 non-sports program with W25-54 in 2022td.

Follow TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube for the latest on all things
SISTER WIVES. Join the conversation using #SISTERWIVES and catch up on the SISTER
WIVES on discovery+ streaming service, available now.

SISTER WIVES is produced by Puddle Monkey Productions in association with Figure 8 Films
for TLC.

Source: Nielsen, L+3. 2022td (12/27/21-6/26/22); Prime Premieres Only, Ranks based on Delivery -
Excludes Sports/News, min length 6 min, min 2 telecasts. Sports includes any sports specific networks
(i.e. ESPN, ESPN2, etc) and specific programs (i.e NBA, WWE, etc.);

ABOUT TLC
Offering remarkable real-life stories without judgment, TLC shares everyday heart, humor, hope
and human connection with programming genres that include fascinating families, heartwarming
transformations and life’s milestone moments. TLC finished 2021 as the #1 primetime
ad-supported cable network with W25-54 and W18-49 for the second year in a row.

TLC is a global brand available in more than 77 million homes in the US and 270 million
households around the world. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere
on discovery+, the definitive non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service. A destination
online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites and exclusive original video content. Fans can also
interact with TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest. TLC is part of
Discovery (NASDAQ: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), reaching 3 billion cumulative viewers in more
than 220 countries and territories to satisfy curiosity and captivate superfans with a portfolio of
premium nonfiction, lifestyle, sports and kids content brands.

For more information on TLC shows, visit press.discovery.com/tlc/us; for more on discovery+
shows, visit press.discoveryplus.com. 
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